1. Introduction {#s0005}
===============

"*When asked about why he scored so often, Wayne Gretzky,viewed by many as the greatest hockey player ever, would say:"I skate to where the puck is going to be, not where it has been".*"

Such is the challenge we have taken on with this positioning paper: to inspire marketing scholars to focus on where strategic marketing practice is going to be, not where it has been. We see much of general as well as business-to-business (B2B) marketing research becoming obsolete for strategic management because of its narrow view of firms\' business environments as simply given "markets". It is high time to revise radically how we perceive and study business markets. That way we can break out of some straitjacketing traditions and transform the focus of the mainstream business marketing discipline from relationship management to ecosystems orchestration.

Certainly, B2B marketing research, and marketing in general, each face serious criticism. Despite the remarkable surge in academic research output ([@bb0110]; [@bb0230]; [@bb0420]; [@bb0575]; [@bb0660]) several scholars discern problems in the relevance of both. Examples are: (1) the lack of practical relevance to key managerial problems, or the "theory-praxis" gap ([@bb0045]; [@bb0165]; [@bb0545]; [@bb0710]; [@bb0810]; [@bb0865]; [@bb0975]); (2) too little theory or theorizing and too much emphasis on methods and empirical aspects ([@bb0295]; [@bb0645]; [@bb0995]); and, somewhat in tension with the last element, (3) too little, stagnant and overly methods-driven research compared to the knowledge challenges of business environments and strategy practices ([@bb0230]; [@bb0485]); [@bb0580]; [@bb0650]; [@bb0710]; [@bb0810]; [@bb0880]; [@bb0985]; [@bb1010]).

Having listened to and indeed been among the critical voices, we suggest that the central reason for the skepticism concerning marketing and B2B marketing is the discipline\'s detachment from real-world phenomena. This has weakened our theoretical grasp of the environmental context of marketing and business strategy today.

1.1. The managerial reality {#s0010}
---------------------------

A quick review of highly cited contemporary managerial writing reveals how underlying megatrends -- digitalization, globalization and environmental awareness in particular -- are making today\'s business context inherently systemic, complex, and volatile. In the growing contextual complexity, a handful of managerially significant transformations shine through.

First, leading firms are embracing the idea of dynamic and collaborative business ecosystems, characterized by emergence, as a new way of organizing economic activity. Tellingly, the term "ecosystem" occurs 13 times more often in annual reports now than a decade ago ([@bb0345]). Genuinely complex contexts comprise nested systems with multiple interacting elements, and these interactions tend to be nonlinear; small changes can induce disproportionate consequences ([@bb0870]).

Ever-more dynamic business contexts make for greater malleability, allowing firms, often in collaboration with others, to influence how the context develops ([@bb0805]). A malleable context or environment challenges firms to "see around the corner" to understand possible inflection points that bend development in surprising directions ([@bb0610]). It also affords chances to engage in shaping strategies ([@bb0425]) that influence the context so as to create more value.

Second, driven by ecological challenges and rising inequality, the last decade has resounded with calls to reset capitalism (Financial [@bb0305]) and to broaden the responsibilities of commercial firms to optimize their total societal impact ([@bb0130]) and shared value ([@bb0530]), and to serve "not only \[a corporation\'s\] shareholders, but all its stakeholders -- employees, customers, suppliers, local communities and society at large" as per the 2020 Davos Manifesto ([weforum.org/the-davos-manifesto](http://weforum.org/the-davos-manifesto){#ir0005}). This beckons both a much broader conceptualization of value, as co-created with a multitude of actors, not only by the firm and for the customer, and recognition of other forms of value creation than revenue generation for firms and meeting functional or hedonic needs or wants for customers.

Third, business and society hold great expectations of technology/science-based developments, among them the internet of things (IoT), fifth-generation internet, robotics, gene technology, and industry 4.0. Digital data have of course taken off exponentially, supported by more advanced analytics often known as artificial intelligence or AI. This powers firms on from descriptive towards predictive and then prescriptive analytics, where analytical models specify optimal future behaviors and actions ([@bb0205]; [@bb0240]; [@bb0615]).

Although AI has more commonly been used in consumer relationships, many management authors foresee its rapid development in B2B ([@bb0490]). That could dramatically change practices in procurement and sales ([@bb0155]) and introduce robots of various forms as one element in managing customer relationships. BCG, for instance, proposes that firms need to become bionic, enhancing their human activity by electronic or electromechanical devices ([@bb0465]). The argument runs that embracing computing power, AI, machine learning, low-cost data sensors, mobile connectivity, and robotics, will radically augment, if not fully automate, customer relationships and business processes.

1.2. The role of business marketing research -- Goals of the paper {#s0015}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The looming business landscapes described above are inherently opaque, dynamic, and fraught with ambiguity -- but real. Already a cursory inspection shows that the business environment, or the context for value creation, is undergoing radical transformation, rendering obsolete the often-implicit assumptions of mainstream marketing scholarship (c.f., [@bb0625]; [@bb0645]; [@bb0765]; [@bb0975]). For at least a decade, many scholars have therefore lamented the scant attention paid to markets particularly by mainstream marketing literature ([@bb0085]; [@bb0520]; [@bb0625]; [@bb0735]; [@bb0965]).

This deficiency is evident in that the foundation for marketing, the market construct, is not even defined in the American Marketing Association\'s dictionary. Generally, working markets with multiple buyers and sellers are assumed, and the focus is on a marketer\'s optimization or management of concerted marketing efforts towards specific customers, conceived as customer relationships or groups (segments or types). At a more strategic level, the dominant mode of thinking is about an independent marketer\'s decisions and activities concerning product and service offerings per market in the Porterian competitive industry. But the general environment/industry/market itself is mainly considered as a given.

Environmental complexity and uncertainty obviously go beyond emergent characteristics of the business environment. Take the drive to reconfigure current value-producing systems to match sustainability requirements, necessitated mostly by climate change. This is generating a radical value-system transition that consists of complex phases and processes, and cuts across many different analytical layers and all business fields on a global scale. Influencing that development are complex webs of local and global social and political entities, and the companies on the leading edge of the transition ([@bb0390]; [@bb0525]; [@bb0950]).

In sum, we see a chasm between how mainstream marketing academics view the firm environment through the traditional market lens and the new business reality. To make marketing as a discipline and business marketing in particular relevant again, we must re-train our research efforts on the complexities of the value-creating context, aiming for managerially relevant research results ([@bb0480]; [@bb0580]; [@bb0810]). Thus, this big-picture article responds to a call by [@bb0585] editorial for *Industrial Marketing Management* to serve as a "functional bridge between academic theory and practitioner applications, even as it maintains stringent standards for scientific rigor".

*Our overall objective* is to start to address that call and all these challenges and criticisms, and start to solve the current deficiencies, by (1) *exploring current research approaches to find theoretical foundations for advanced research on firms\' business environments*; (2) aided by those approaches\' core ideas, *developing an integrative theoretical framework of environmental layers, phases and processes, and their key management issues*; and (3) thence *proposing a research agenda to make business marketing more strategically relevant and to help guide managers*.

That objective is sweeping and ambitious. To keep the task manageable, though, we simplify. Instead of comprehensively reviewing literature on business environments, we base our treatise on a selection of research streams, and their core writings. Our selection and interpretations naturally reflect our personal experiences and framing. [Section 2](#s0020){ref-type="sec"} covers that simplifying research process and the four research approaches, which are discussed in detail in Appendix 1. [Section 3](#s0025){ref-type="sec"} extracts key theory and synthesize it into a framework. [Section 4](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} proposes a concise but far-reaching research agenda and brief managerial guidance.

2. Understanding complex business environments {#s0020}
==============================================

Several scholarly lines of inquiry are already tackling the complex business environments which face managers. These include market-related theories (neoclassical markets, monopolistic competition, evolutionary economics, industrial organization theory); sociology-related theories (neoinstitutional theory, sociological network theory, the performativity approach); and various more strategic or management-related approaches that combine ideas from several disciplines (business networks, actor-network-theory, business and innovation ecosystems, institutional entrepreneurship, service-systems, innovation and technology studies) ([@bb0010]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0190]; [@bb0265]; [@bb0275]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0655]; [@bb0855]).

Unfortunately, this extensive and fast-growing knowledge base suffers from several problems. The conceptualizations it affords are highly fragmented and couched in specialized theoretical languages each presuming a disciplinary proficiency. Also, they often draw on multiple disciplines, like field theory, ecosystems, and business networks. Facing such complexity, and because we are by no means expert in all areas, our research process is to simplify and strive for parsimony.

First, we group the most promising literature into four managerially meaningful clusters. These we term "approaches". When exploring literature, we prioritize relevance for strategic management in business marketing contexts, and material addressing radical and systemic change in the environment. In each approach, we explore *goals for describing and theorizing the environment*, *disciplinary basis and core constructs used*, *structural and process descriptions*, and *key managerial frameworks or tools* for influencing and managing the environment and its constituent elements.

By these criteria, we propose that the body of knowledge as clustered into four approaches, *Business Fields*, *Business Networks, Business Ecosystems, and Market Systems,* promises significant potential for more realistic environmental investigation than the traditional market conceptualization. These approaches already contain managerially relevant studies. As such, they are less problematic for transforming business marketing than the various core theories of economic sociology. Each approach borrows from multiple base disciplines, sometimes including the latter. They are also highly interrelated. Each approach divides loosely into key "streams" or "perspectives".

The chosen four approaches with key references, are briefly introduced in [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} . To offer the reader a "big picture," we next present the key findings of our work, i.e., our conceptual frameworks and use these to structure our discussion of the environmental layers, phases and processes that were built based on the performed literature review summarized in the Appendix 1. We decided to use the appendix format for the literature review as our contribution relates more to the integrative theoretical frameworks, rather than to the performed literature reviews. The reader can, however, trace the basis of our conclusions from the more detailed examination of each approach in Appendix 1.Table 1Research approaches conceptualizing the business environment.Table 1Business fieldsBusiness networksBusiness ecosystemsMarket systems**Core ideas**•Field institutions are made of cultural-cognitive, normative, and regulative processes and elements; with associated activities and resources, these give stability and meaning to field.•Two streams: (1) Traditional Field Theory Stream addressing the elements and character of the field as an arena of competition; and (2) Neo-Institutional Theory Stream focusing on the processes constructing and transforming the field.•Three streams: (1) Markets-as Networks focusing on business networks as emergent structures; and (2) Strategic Networks addressing intentionally designed networks and their management. (3) Innovation Networks addressing intentionally designed networks and their management targeting to co-creation of innovations.•All three see inter-actor networks as the core constituents of the business domain and employ the Actors-Resources-Activities frame for analysis.•Relationships as vehicles for resource and social exchange, resource creation, and network influencing.•Two perspectives: (1) Macro Ecosystems, i.e., ecosystems as extensive "ecologies" describing industries/business fields, composed of interrelated and often competing focal ecosystems; and (2) the more used, organization-centric Focal or Strategic Ecosystems, i.e., ecosystems as focal and purposeful coalitions of actors.•The latter has broader and narrower versions: (a) affiliation ecosystems, i.e., collaborative arrangements by which firms combine their offerings into a customer-facing solution, and (b) alignment ecosystems, i.e., structures of partners that interact to enable a focal value proposition.•Markets viewed as socially constructed human artefacts and contexts for value creation.•Systemic: market systems consist of a broad set of actors (not only seller-buyer dyads); the resulting complexity leads to emergent characteristics.•Two perspectives: (1) Market-as-Verb Perspective (e.g., market practices and market work); and (2) Market-as-Noun Perspective (e.g., market system elements and market devices).•Increasing focus on materiality and performative power of (inanimate) market devices such as technologies.**Goals**•To understand (1) the structure and evolution of the business domain as an arena of social activities; and (2) the formation of norms/rules guiding actor behavior, and (3) the competition to create and influence the rules and social structures.•To understand the structure and evolution of macro networks•To assess the characteristics of strategic networks and derive effective capability and organizational solutions.•To assess a firm\'s collaborative & competitive options in networks•To understand business environments as ecosystems (Macro Perspective).•To describe and analyze focal ecosystems as modes of organizing business.•To examine the management requirements of ecosystems.•To understand markets as complex socio-technical-material systems instead of simple matchers of supply and demand.•To achieve market innovations: change of existing market structures and practices for increased value creation.**Structure**•Focus on the field level, its social structure and embodied norms, rules and culture.•Actors constitute the field; they both influence the field and are conditioned by it.•Focus on focal networks/strategic nets, their development and management.•Macro network view of "industries/fields" -- their network structure and its dynamics.•Macro ecosystems and focal ecosystems.•Nestedness -- layers of ecosystems, and platforms.•Incorporates micro-meso-macro perspective attempting to understand how they are interlinked.•Market systems are malleable: evolve due to actor-driven and emergent developments.**Agency of actors**•Actors\' (firms, managers) behaviors and actions, including sensemaking, are constrained by the collective culture and norms of the field.•The paradox of embedded agency: actors can envision institutional change despite being embedded in an institutional status quo.•Actors\' relative power depends on their capital (financial, technological, cultural, commercial, social and symbolic) and the importance of functions they carry out in the field.•Actor behavior is embedded; actions cannot be understood out of their local and historical context.•Actors learn and construct their environment through enactment. They are both constrained and enabled by their focal network(s).•Actors\' relative influence depends on the importance of their resources (for the focal network), and relationships.•Actors are generally seen as boundedly rational decision makers, restricted and influenced by their resource base and the modes of interdependence (types of complementarity).•Actors pursue economic and strategic gains by constructing and partnering in ecosystems.•Markets not seen as exogenous to actors.•Market work: purposeful efforts by a focal actor to perform and transform markets.•Actors\' agency governed by institutional arrangements and by various market practices, in which action is determined by the context.•The performative power of actors depends on their network position, the relative strength of business model, and ability to author compelling market propositions.**Processes, forces**•Evolutionary and revolutionary. Fields are in constant, but mainly incremental change (stability of the field level). Infrequent bursts of radical change, primarily caused by technological or social innovations, challenge the institutional pattern.•Actor level competition is the primary force of change.•Social interaction, resource exchange and co-creation, and adaptation form the key processes for analyzing interorganizational and network change.•Emergence of macro and focal networks over iterative phases -- exploration, mobilization.•Actor level collaboration primary force for emergence and creation of new resources.•Organization-centric (orchestrator) view on change.•Both competition and collaboration as driving forces. Main focus on competition.•Duality of design and emergence: the focal actor can influence the evolution of the market system but needs to acknowledge emergent developments.•Two approaches to deliberate design: (1) the focal actor view; and (2) the collaboration view.•Actor-driven change based on non-predictive strategy: effectuation and experimentation.**Key references**[@bb0065]; [@bb0160]; [@bb0200]; [@bb0215]; [@bb0260], [@bb0265]; [@bb0330]; [@bb0315]; [@bb0360]; [@bb0695]; [@bb0820]; [@bb0855]; [@bb0860]; [@bb0925]; [@bb0945].[@bb0015]; [@bb0010]; [@bb0245]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0450]; [@bb0430]; [@bb0435]; [@bb0440]; [@bb0620]; [@bb0645]; [@bb0655]; [@bb0675], [@bb0680]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0670]; [@bb0780]; [@bb2225].[@bb0010]; [@bb0025], [@bb0030], [@bb0035]; [@bb0040]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0235]; [@bb0300]; [@bb0340]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0470]; [@bb0475]; [@bb0590]; [@bb0760]; [@bb0815]; [@bb0910]; [@bb0920].[@bb0050]; [@bb0070]; [@bb0075]; [@bb0080]; [@bb0115]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0395]; [@bb0495]; [@bb0520], [@bb0500]; [@bb0510], [@bb0515]; [@bb0600]; [@bb0605]; [@bb0625]; [@bb0705]; [@bb0720]; [@bb0715], [@bb0725], [@bb0730], [@bb0735]; [@bb0800]; [@bb0835]; [@bb0885], [@bb0890].

3. Framing complex business environments -- Towards an integrated understanding {#s0025}
===============================================================================

In this section, we first extract an essence of core common ideas from the four research approaches to business environments which we covered above as promising most contemporary managerial relevance. We use these ideas to construct a comprehensive theoretical framework that contributes to integrating understanding of the environmental complexity facing current firms. We first present our structural nested-layers framework before its processual sibling, which explains how the whole evolves over time. From these two frameworks [Section 4](#s0090){ref-type="sec"} derives a research agenda for advancing the relevance of the business marketing (and general marketing) discipline and offering managerial guidelines.

3.1. Nested, multimodal, and transitional business reality {#s0030}
----------------------------------------------------------

While offering many unique perspectives on current business environments, the four research approaches examined share several similarities. The overlap was expected since only the institutional literature (which characterizes the Business Fields approach) is close to a genuinely independent research corpus; the Business & Innovation Networks, Business Ecosystems, and Market Systems approaches draw from several sources of sociological and economic theories (including each other and the institutional theory), making them medleys of underlying disciplines. The combined information base is kaleidoscopic. To use this base effectively we must align and focus it.

Focusing on the core commonalities we suggest the basic characteristics for making sense of any complex environment are *(1) the layered and nested nature* of the environment*, (2) its multimodality,* intertwining social, economic, political and technological aspects, and *(3) its transitional character,* denoting the constant change of the environment and its parts. The last characteristic involves a processual rather than structural view of the environment and is developed further in our processual framework. Together, though, these three aspects form the fundamental elements of our nested business environment framework or NEST, diagrammed in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"} . Note that only the layers are depicted directly; the multimodality is embedded in the layer descriptions, and the transitional, evolving and emergent character is discussed after we have outlined the layers.Fig. 1NEST -- Nested business environment framework.Fig. 1

### 3.1.1. Nested reality -- The four layers {#s0035}

Describing reality by interrelated layers has roots in the critical realist view of society and social organization ([@bb0560], [@bb0565]; [@bb0840]; [@bb0845]). This perspective has partly penetrated the Strategic Networks stream of the Business Networks approach ([@bb0640]; [@bb0655]) and the Business Fields approach, and is more extensively applied in recent studies under the Market Systems approach ([@bb0115]; [@bb0905]). Its key feature is bridging the traditional dichotomy of macro (structural institutional phenomena) and micro perspectives (actor behavior and interaction) through more finely graded intermediate layers of focal contexts and through influencing processes (structuration and emergence). Similar approaches depicting the operating environment of businesses as nested and layered have been presented, for example, within the service-dominant logic ([@bb0210]; [@bb0955], [@bb0960]) and the multi-level perspective of socio-technical regimes ([@bb0380], [@bb0385], [@bb0390]).

Drawing on the four research approaches assessed ([Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"} and Appendix 1), we propose describing corporate environments through *four interrelated or nested layers*: Actor Layer (Micro), Focal Ecosystem Layer (Lower *meso*), Business Field Layer (Upper meso), and Socio-Economic-Technological (SET) System Layer (Macro). Note that we say "layers" rather than "levels" and adopt their titles from [@bb0840]. The upper layers influence and condition the activities, choices, and contents of the lower ones; and correspondingly the actors, ecosystems and institutions of the lower layers construct and constitute the upper ones. This perspective follows the ontology and logic of critical realism, which suggests certain elements and structures have causal power and influence over all focal events and activities (see [@bb0290]; [@bb0845]). This is not naïve environmental determinism. Rather, it recognizes that contextual structures and elements like institutions, strategic networks, and actors influence the feasibility and probability of potential new ecosystems, and the development of their underlying value creating systems.

Together the nested layers constitute the firms\' business environment, and the firm is itself part of that environment. We now detail them from Micro to Macro.

### 3.1.2. Actor layer (micro) {#s0040}

This layer describes the various organizations and individuals who carry out managerial work like constructing innovations and strategic initiatives, organizing, and forming and maintaining business relationships. For example, companies like Apple, Ericsson, Nokia, Motorola, Samsung, Google, and individuals like Steven Jobs and Andy Rubin (Android Inc) have been essential constructing the mobile telephony field. The Actor layer is mainly addressed by market work research within the Market Systems approach and the Strategic Networks stream of the Business Networks approach. Besides firms, the actor concept may include various governmental organizations, universities, research institutions, NGOs, and institutional bodies. Due to our focus on business environment we employ the perspective of a business actor.

Firms are assumed to have more managerial control of activities on this layer, and their actions carry (partial) performative power over the upper layers. A focal actor perspective proposes that an actor with the right capabilities ([@bb0735]) can influence the upper layers through three main mechanisms. First, actors can purposively engage in meaning construction and sense-giving activities in their network. Actors with notable *sensemaking and agenda development* capabilities tend more to construct and co-create compelling market propositions ([@bb0640]). A key goal is to transform established conceptions and beliefs about "markets", products, and legitimate producers, and offer new constructs and valuation criteria to enhance the acceptability of the emerging actors and their value-propositions ([@bb0605]).

Second, actors in the network relate to each other by their *business models*. Hence, one research focus is business model innovation. This concerns both developing new value propositions and redefining positions and roles of actors in the business networks and focal ecosystems, thus influencing their beliefs and goals, and resource and capability profiles.

Third, an actor\'s *relative power* depends on their business and technological experiences, resources, and capabilities; the demand for their capabilities; and their actor position(s) and network relationships. Actors can use strong positions to do market work to construct and influence the emerging norms and regulations, and to involve themselves in regulation, standardization, and other norm-providing institutions. Degree of power also depends on the phase of emergence of the new ecosystem: in the embryonic phase actors with innovative insights into opportunities can influence others\' beliefs and expectations more easily than when the cognitions have already become structured ([@bb0100]; [@bb0640]).

### 3.1.3. Focal ecosystem layer (lower meso) {#s0045}

This layer consists of sets of actors and addresses the constellations of partners with whom the focal actor has direct relationships. Continuing the mobile telephony illustration, Apple\'s iPhone/iTunes ecosystem and Google\'s Android ecosystem are good examples of a hub company or 'focal actor' centered ecosystems. These constellations have been conceptualized and examined primarily by the Strategic Networks stream of the Business Networks approach, the Focal or Strategic Ecosystems perspective of the Business Ecosystems approach, and the Market Systems approach. Key characteristics are the structure of a strategic network (partners and their roles), the goals and culture (including shared norms and intentions), governance and organizational arrangements, value-creating systems (including technologies); and the processes occurring at this layer, be they of exploration and exploitation, system mobilizing, coordination, maintenance, or competition.

Both the Business Ecosystems approach and Business Network approach generally adopt a firm-centric view. Ecosystems are constellations of partners for focal firms. This emphasizes the perceived and subjective character of the Lower Meso Layer, and consequently the boundaries of focal ecosystems. Each actor perceives, and so operates in, a slightly different ecosystem, with different, albeit perhaps overlapping, strategic networks.

Following strategic networks research ([@bb0655]), we propose that the structure and organization of strategic networks, as well as intentionally designed focal ecosystems, vary considerably, from loose configurations to tightly coupled, well-integrated and centrally coordinated strategic constellations. Open and flexible constellations are typical in the early construction stage of complex and extensive ecosystems that have "fluid" membership and no formal inclusion or exclusion criteria or guiding rules. An open constellation involves numerous weak ties that generate sensemaking, ideation and contact development. Semi-open constellations may have different types of membership: potentially a core strategic network with an established organization, and outer layers of more loosely connected actors (e.g., NGOs, university laboratories, and other non-business partners). Finally, closed systems feature formally negotiated membership and partner roles, and established governance systems.

As to terminology, we suggest reserving "strategic network" for an intentionally constructed, contract-based coalition with shared goals, whereas "focal ecosystem" would mean a wider, looser, coalition, often involving one or more strategic networks as core organizations. However, for present purposes we have stipulated that "focal ecosystems" include "strategic networks".

### 3.1.4. Business fields layer (upper meso) {#s0050}

The business fields layer is constituted by interrelated business ecosystems and their underlying strategic networks. Business fields portray specific interrelated clusters of business activity, and comprise business field-specific institutions (regulations, norms, and values of conduct), structures and technologies. For example, the mobile telephony field, besides containing such competing focal ecosystems as the Apple driven iPhone/iTunes ecosystem and Google\'s Android ecosystem, involve numerous interlinked technology and service providers (e.g., mobile payment platform providers, mobile games providers) and various regulatory agencies.

Institutional theory (infusing the Business Fields approach), the Business Networks and the Business Ecosystems approach, plus the socio-technical systems angle we discuss in the next section, all supply conceptual tools for understanding our Business Fields layer. Important features include how complex and rapidly transforming the field is -- largely due to the underlying technologies -- and how much institutionalization there is, especially formal regulation.

In more mature business fields, the nature of technologies, strategic networks, and the keystone actors is fairly well known, and regulations and norms already guide the business. Actors tend to have more shared meaning than in embryonic ecosystems, that is, on the Lower Meso layer. Although a mature business field can be complex, this systemic determination makes requirements more predictable and incremental innovations more likely to be profitable. It is also worth noting that the same actor may belong to multiple, often overlapping, business fields, particularly in the case of multi-business firms.

Contrast embryonic business fields. These are characterized by greater flux, opacity and thus uncertainty as to the potential technological paths and the capabilities and resources their development requires, plus uncertain earning potential. The uncertainty extends to potential partners and their competencies. Strategic navigation and future-oriented decisions are further exacerbated when the emerging field is extensive and nested, involving several sub-fields which influence and condition each other. Still further complications ensue from technologies or systems requiring large, locked-in investments with long and uncertain return periods, and potential but still-unspecified regulations. The early years of gene technology and its applications make a fitting example.

### 3.1.5. Socio-economic-technological systems layer (macro) {#s0055}

Socio-economic-technological systems are macro ecologies of interrelated business fields sharing major technological regimes. For example, the development of electronics and digitalization underlies several technological platforms that have enabled internet-based services, mobile telephony, and various software fields. SET systems are deeply ingrained in political and legal institutional arrangements, technological regimes, economic structures, and culture involving people\'s values and behavioral orientations. The emergence of the commercial Internet, for example, has deeply influenced not only specific business fields, but the structure of the entire world economy, its business practices and consumer cultures.

This layer is primarily examined by the institutional theories behind the Business Fields approach and by the socio-technical regimes angle ([@bb0380], [@bb0385], [@bb0390]). It combines both the material context of the society, e.g., the material arrangements of living, transport, production and distribution systems, and infrastructure in general; and enduring socio-political characteristics like global or regional political arrangements and blocs (United Nations, European Union), nation states, regional and local authorities and broad political coalitions, and our ingrained cultural and normative value-systems. Thus, this layer particularly shows multimodality.

While the Macro Layer is notably generic, great differences still exist between various global regions and individual countries, and these differences matter in international business. Another issue is the emphasis on the stability and endurance of Macro Layer systems and institutions. These elements are, nonetheless, in constant change due to the activities and pressures bubbling up from the Business Fields Layer and the activities and priorities of various public actors, including governments and international bodies. Examples of the latter are the ongoing debates on dealing with climate change.

3.2. Formation and transformation processes: Phases and conditioning forces {#s0060}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

This subsection and framework shift the focus from overall structure to process. Our discussion of the nested layers of business environments has already alluded abundantly to the actions and processes that constitute and transform various layers and their elements. Actually, the entire environment is in continuous transition even though, as noted, some states are more stable and enduring than others. This dynamic character leaps out when change is fast and critical events are identifiable, like the launch of the commercial Internet and the introduction of web browsers, company websites and search machines from mid-1995 onwards. A much harder task is to perceive and make sense of the myriad and intertwined technological, economic and social processes that preceded the commercial World-Wide-Web, or that have since led to today\'s digitalized society.

We argue that this kind of historical and comprehensive understanding of processes and their consequences is essential for management. Strategic foresight builds on deep comprehension of the current world; this is possible only by understanding the actors, processes, and causal powers that have jointly produced, and are producing, current reality ([@bb0140]; [@bb0840]; [@bb0845]). These forces also compete to fashion our future. Unfortunately, they are multi-layered, entangled and chaotic; in brief: messy.

With the aid of the propositions from the four research approaches discussed in Appendix 1 and [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}, we next seek a simplifying and openly simplistic framework of the processes involved in the formation and transformation of the layered business environment. *Note that, to keep this task manageable, we concentrate on the construction of just one layer: a new business field.* We argue that this lens helps explain the incremental transformations and the transitionary character of whole business environments.

To simplify business field construction, we split the processes involved into a dichotomy: (*1) formation and transformation processes* and *(2) conditioning forces*. Formation and transformation processes involve all activities which the actors, whether individuals, organizations, coalitions, or formal institutions, pursue to construct a new business field. Their influence flows mostly bottom-up and lateral, that is, starting with the Actor Layer. Conditioning forces are harder to define; they comprise activities and mechanisms that, in principle, either enable and support formation or contest and constrict it. Conditioning forces work top-down in the sense that outer layers either constrain or allow transformative processes driven by lower layers, but also laterally, i.e., within a layer. One should note that the distinction between formation and conditioning processes is an abstract conceptual tool. In reality, formation and transformation processes and conditioning forces are interwoven; we therefore interweave them in our discussion.

### 3.2.1. Formation phases, processes and their conditioning forces {#s0065}

How to make messy evolutionary processes clearer? Commonalities oblige us here. All four research approaches we selected indicate phases or stages for formation, transformation, institutionalization and innovation diffusion. The phased understanding is also salient in sociological theories about the change and structuring of entire societies ([@bb0400]).

We propose three main phases of business environment formation and transformation: *Exploration, Mobilization, and Stabilization*. Our labeling condenses terms from different literatures albeit sacrificing some of their originally stipulated meanings. To see inside the dynamics of the phases requires further analytical dimensions. We propose capturing the core aspects of business environments\' original formation and subsequent transformation processes through *(1) innovation processes; (2) coalition formation processes;* and *(3) institutionalizing and influencing processes, and the forces conditioning all three.* Numerous *"microprocesses"* constitute each and exhibit those same three core dimensions. These processes are highly intertwined. Therefore, our discussion below again interweaves them.

The major processual aspects of business environments and specifically the formation of a new business field are depicted as our processual framework in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"} . On the left are the nested layers from [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. The small, top-down black and white arrows denote the conditioning forces affecting the feasibility and probability of various structures, constellations, and processes at each level. For example, on the actor level these forces influence, besides actors\' perceptions, beliefs, choices, and behaviors, also what kind of actors populate the environment. The black arrows indicate constricting forces and the white arrows, enabling ones. For simplicity, no arrows indicate lateral forces. The grey arrows describe the predominantly bottom-up character of the evolution denoting formation and transformation processes.Fig. 2Business environment formation process -- a business field focus.Fig. 2

On the right are our three postulated main phases, Exploration, Mobilization, and Stabilization, and their microprocesses. Some microprocesses are further distinguished as innovation, coalition formation, and influencing microprocesses, shown by capital abbreviations: INNO, COAL, INF, although certain microprocesses may combine features. The microprocesses were selected based on the four research approaches in Appendix 1 and [Table 1](#t0005){ref-type="table"}. Finally, in the middle we present the conditioning forces.

### 3.2.2. Exploration {#s0070}

Exploration for future business generally takes place at the Actor Layer and is conditioned laterally by the forces within this layer and top-down by the characteristics of the Focal Ecosystems Layer and Business Fields Layer. Research and development agglomerations foster construction of breakthrough innovations, the way that Silicon Valley fosters computer-based innovations. Such hotspots bring together actors with differentiated resources and capabilities (entrepreneurs, various research institutions and units, venture capitalists, consultants, major incumbents, etc.), and are characterized by future business orientation and risk-taking cultures. Many less deliberately cultivated settings "flip" conditions into ones that instead restrain innovation development: deeply ingrained, mature business processes anchored by heavy investments in locked-in technologies, scarce risk financing, and minimum research efforts, mostly targeted moreover to incremental improvements.

The microprocesses constituting exploration have two main interwoven strands. *The first is exploring and constructing potentially pathbreaking business innovations.* These processes are primarily learning-oriented, including sensemaking through combinatory or networked learning and proto-idea-development through experimentation. Note that innovation is *like a mosaic*. It combines new elements (technology, business ideas, organizational ideas), pieces of existing solutions, and transformed old elements. In this sense, the notion of constructing something entirely new is false. The innovations, even radical ones, are medleys of the new, the borrowed, and the transformed. Because of this, the knowledge and resource endowments and cultural values of the entire business environment (across all the nested layers in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) are key.

*The second major strand in exploration is sensegiving and business opportunity promotion*. These entails creating a development agenda and roadmap and selling them to potential partners. Reducing perceived uncertainty and anticipated risks through feasibility demonstration are important aspects.

In general, competition is a major conditioning force driving exploration processes. Competition between actors for innovating new solutions is enhanced by cultures valuing new solutions and encouraging risk-taking, yet simultaneously providing a relatively stable institutional context providing legal stability and enabling a contract- and trust-based social system ([@bb3000]; [@bb0830]; [@bb1000]). Societies and cultures valuing stability and/or lacking trust-enhancing institutions are not very conducive for radical business or societal innovations.

### 3.2.3. Mobilization {#s0075}

Significant business innovations are practically all systemic, involving several knowledge bases and technologies. Because of this, their successful construction requires mobilizing collaborative coalitions. Mobilization is intimately linked to the early business agenda promotion (Exploration Phase), the major difference being that coalition formation, whether a loose research and development coalition or a contract-based strategic network, involves increasingly specified goal construction, organization, and orchestration. Consequently, the mobilization *microprocesses* move towards *concretely targeting and materializing the entire value-system underlying the new business offering*. This may include business processes, technologies, logistics, customer delivery and service systems. Completing such complex systems may take years and entail interlocking strategic networks with varying members. The processes involve *choosing and motivating partners, constructing shared goals, agreeing roles and responsibilities, and creating shared governance structures and management principles.*

The mobilization of a strategic network and its extension, a focal ecosystem, is constrained by the factors unpacked in the Exploration Phase. An important extra factor is the growing competition between coalitions targeting the same end-customers and markets (lateral conditioning), exemplified by the competing smart phone coalitions (iPhone/Apple; Android phone producers/Google). Fierce competition for resources, partners, intermediaries, and end-customers may enhance the development of the new business field; or alternatively diminish the profitability of, and consequently the incentives for, future development in the long run.

An essential aspect conditioning mobilization is to what extent the social and legal institutions support collaboration between not only business firms but between firms, universities, NGOs, and government agencies. Extensive collaboration is a critical aspect in all major innovative breakthroughs.

### 3.2.4. Stabilization {#s0080}

The stabilization phase of the business environment\'s (trans)formation features behaviors and actions by various actors (individuals, organizations, coalitions) to consolidate, expand, and institutionalize the constructed business solutions and their underlying organizational, infrastructural and institutional bases. We discern two main logics, the *first a scaling-up and dissemination* of the value creation process developed during the Mobilization Phase. This entails further mobilization activities for expanding production, distribution and customer service systems, often involving internalization. Expansion generally requires adaptations from the established ecosystem members and partners in various strategic networks, as well as recruiting new collaborators.

These processes link to *the second logic of stabilization: safeguarding the focal business ecosystem* just constructed. Safeguarding has a value-system aspect and an institutionalization aspect. As to the value-system aspect, ecosystem members try to defend their value-system solutions against incumbent competitors by continuous improvements in various sub-systems. These call for incremental local innovations, presuming ceaseless adaptations and transformations, which may require renewing the roles, responsibilities, and value-capture within the ecosystem. Ecosystem members who fail to systematically improve risk losing their position to a competitor. If the hub company loses its dexterity, the entire focal ecosystem may collapse, as illustrated by the rapid demise of Nokia Mobile Phones at the end of the 2000s and the many firms that depended on it.

The *institutionalizing aspect of the safeguarding logic* involves the activities whereby the ecosystem members, as organizations or collectives, influence the norms, regulations, and beliefs which define how the business field is perceived. Influencing can take place by communicating with targeted key persons representing relevant institutions, participating in the working of norming institutions, or communicating to chosen opinion leaders and groups. The goal is to shape the legal, technological, and social regulations, standards, and norms influencing the business field. Part of this work relates to technology and business conduct and aims to safeguard the field from new entrants; another part relates to values and valuing, aiming to grow and maintain the credibility and societal approval of the field.

The stabilization processes discussed influence and transform the Macro Layer, Socio-economic-technological systems; for instance, technological trajectories, legislation, and consumption culture and habits. Although these transformations stem mainly from collective influence, the activities of major corporations, and even individuals (consider Elon Musk and Greta Thunberg) may reach across all environmental layers.

3.3. Summary: Structural and processual {#s0085}
---------------------------------------

In this subsection we have very briefly tried to cover an extremely complex phenomenon, the (trans)formation of new business fields and the entire business environment. Although we used the construction of a new business field as a discursive lens, we believe that the conceptual tools employed, and the two frameworks proposed ([Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}) in this whole section also support understanding the incremental transformations of the entire business environment. For clarity we now recapitulate the key constructs proposed in [Section 2](#s0020){ref-type="sec"}.

First, we found it useful to frame the business environment structurally by four interrelated layers -- Actor, Focal Business Ecosystem, Business Field and Socio-Economic-Technological layers, depicted in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}. The actors and activities of each lower layer are conditioned by the upper layers, and the characteristics of the layer under consideration. This conditioning can be both constricting and enabling. The actors and their activities constitute the layers above them; collectively these activities influence and construct all three layers above the Actor layer.

Second, we adopted a processual view of the formation and transformation of business environments. Three interrelated phases, Exploration, Mobilization, and Stabilization cover the environmental formation and transformation through sets of intricately intertwined microprocesses as well as through a set of forces conditioning these microprocesses, as illustrated in [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. These microprocesses were labelled as mainly pertaining to innovation, coalition formation, or influencing, Further, note that all the evolution phases are created and transformed through a combination of these intertwined microprocess types.

4. Implications for theory and practice {#s0090}
=======================================

The rationale for this paper was our judgment that mainstream research on business marketing and marketing in general is losing its relevance because it views business environments as simplistic "markets" and concentrates on dyadic business relationships and their management rather than ecosystem analysis and orchestration. Sticking to this narrow, economics-driven market view has detached the discipline from substantial real-world phenomena, obscuring the real contemporary environmental context of marketing and business strategy. The situation calls for radical renewal of the way we understand and study business environments.

From a focused reading of the literature promising most relevance to today\'s social and business reality, which we clustered into four research approaches, we have ventured conceptual frameworks, diagrammed in [Fig. 1](#f0005){ref-type="fig"}, [Fig. 2](#f0010){ref-type="fig"}. Most importantly these show first the multilayered/nested, and second the dynamic/evolving, character of the business environment. We believe this comprehensive and integrated framing significantly advances research on business environment and strategy.

The notable features of this contribution are twofold. First, we explicate the nested and multilayered, but also multimodal and conditioned character of the business environment. Environments can be examined through four interrelated layers. The upper layers condition the managerial and collective business opportunities, choices, and actions taking place on the lower layers. The conditioning forces are both constricting and enabling. The multimodal view, which is not headlined but is embodied in the descriptions of the layers, emphasizes the relevance of understanding and considering actors representing primarily economic, technological, social, and political interests.

Second, we explicate the dynamics of processes by which business environments form and transform through three major phases (Exploration, Mobilization, Stabilization) which cut across all four postulated layers. Each phase was then detailed by indicating its relevant microprocesses (classified into innovation, coalition formation, and influencing) and the forces conditioning these.

Next, based on our analysis, we draw up a concise agenda for future research and offer a few managerial implications.

4.1. Reinvigorated research agenda: From business as usual to embracing complexity {#s0095}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To reinvigorate business marketing, researchers must genuinely embrace the complex and systemic nature of firm environments. In the past, we have generally instructed our PhD students to be precise, and as focused as possible, about their unit of analysis, and to carefully position their study relative to the existing canon. In the future, we all as students of business marketing should strive to hone our understanding of the multi-layered structural and longitudinal/processual dynamics of the business environment. This call for research is obviously very broad: to cover even some of the key issues raised in our frameworks we would benefit from several research approaches.

As the layered view of the business environment holds potentially innumerable research questions, we have tried to systematize the agenda development by assembling the core aspects of each layer (structure and contents, phases and processes, key conditioning factors) with a number of generic guiding research questions in [Table 2](#t0010){ref-type="table"} .[1](#fn0005){ref-type="fn"} As one notes there is some overlap between the proposed conditioning factors between the layers. This is inevitable as many forces and conditions cut through the nested layers. The guiding questions follow the logic of addressing WHAT kind of SET systems, business fields, and focal ecosystems exists; through WHAT kind of processes have they evolved or been formed and transformed; to what extend are various systems influenced by 'top-down' conditioning and 'bottom-up' drives; WHY do we have different or specific systems, fields, and ecosystems; and WHAT factors are driving and/or explaining the differences. Here we can venture only a few propositions by way of research agenda, starting from much-needed "macro" designs.Table 2Environmental layers view -- a research guide.Table 2LayersStructure, content and typesPhases and processesKey conditionersGuiding research questions**SET System**•Number of major technological systems•Degree of institutionalization and core orientations -- control vs. freedom•Core aspects of business and consumption culture•Key processes driving and describing evolution: technology, institutionalization and culture, business evolution•Phase/stage of SET system•Pace of SET system transformation: transient vs. stable•Stage of dominant technological trajectory: established vs. emergent•Societal/cultural aspects: closed vs. open, stagnant vs. vibrant•Institutional aspects: controlling vs. encouraging•WHAT kind of major SET systems can be identified in terms of their structural characteristics and content?•WHAT are the key processes in the formation and transformation of these systems?•WHY do different SET systems exist?•WHAT are the key drivers and conditioning factors?**Business Field**•Number, types and connectivity of underlying ecosystems•Core structure: vertical vs. horizontal, mixed•Field specific institutionalization•Core technologies and their pace of change•Major sources of competition -- technology vs. end customer demand•Key processes driving and describing business field formation and transformation: technology, competition (resources, solutions, markets and combinations), institutionalization•Stagnant vs. vibrant economy•Institutional system: control vs. flexibility; property rights•Technological orientations: mature vs. flexible technologies, degree of digitalization•Business culture: stagnant vs. innovative•Consumption culture: safety vs. novelty seeking•WHAT kind of major business fields can be identified in terms of their structural characteristics and content?•WHAT are the key processes in the formation and transformation of these fields?•WHY do different fields exist?•WHAT are the key drivers and conditioning factors? From top-down, bottom-up or laterally?**Focal ecosystem and strategic network**•Actor constellation(s) and strategic networks -- innovation systems, demand-supply systems, service platforms, technological platforms•Value-systems - goals•Governance solutions and culture•Actor roles•Key processes driving and describing focal ecosystem/ strategic networks evolution: technological innovation, business and governance innovation, competition (on resources, solutions, markets and key customers)•Entrepreneurial culture: scarce vs. vibrant•Availability of resources and actors•Availability of venture capital and investors•Collaborative vs. competitive business orientation•Variety of types of collaborators•WHAT kind of major focal ecosystems can be identified in terms of their structural characteristics, governance modes, goals and culture?•WHAT are the key processes in the formation and transformation of these systems?•WHY do different focal ecosystems exist?•WHAT are the key drivers & conditioning factors? From top-down, bottom-up or laterally?**Actor**•Ecosystem and network roles and positions•Goals, intentions, beliefs and experiences•Resources and capabilities•Processes driving and describing actor\'s position, role and influence in strategic network(s) and focal ecosystem(s): technological and business innovation, strategic intent•Relative number of entrepreneurs and entrepreneurial firms•Availability of resources, including risk capital•Collaborative experience•Variety of business models•WHAT kind of actors initiate and orchestrate focal ecosystems and strategic networks?•WHAT kind of key processes are involved?•WHY do actors differ in their ecosystem behaviors and activity?•WHAT are the key drivers and conditioning factors? From top-down and laterally?

### 4.1.1. Business field and socio-economic-technological layers {#s0100}

Plainly we need a better theoretical and practical grasp on different business environments and their evolution. We actually know very little about how different business fields and larger SET systems evolve. Through what kind of processes and structures does the evolution take place? Can one make out general features in business field and macro SET system evolution or are there differentiated paths? If the latter, then what differentiates them? For example, what is the role of digitalization in business field evolution, or the growing push for renewable energy and sustainable development?

Answers to just such sweeping, macro questions would greatly strengthen both the scholarly and managerial grip on business environments and could guide strategic foresight and navigation. The issues being so wide, we have to prioritize our research efforts. A theory-driven approach is to come up with contingency factors or dimensions which influence the structure and dynamics of macro level SET systems and business fields and how they evolve. Another avenue is to focus on societally or technologically interesting fields and their evolution.

For example, the interplay between SET systems, representing the most generic and deep-rooted environmental layer, and business fields could be approached through comparison of specific business fields across different countries differing in their SET systems, in terms of the phase of technological development (e.g., digitalization) and/or cultural (risk averse vs. risk-taking) and institutional aspects (rigid control vs. enabling). What role do these environmental characteristics and conditioners play in, for instance, the geographic dispersion and development pace of the electric car business, games business, or renewable energy business? How do the key drivers and conditioning factors differ between different types of business fields?

On the business field layer, some studies indicate that the characteristics of value-system(s) underlying a business field (e.g., modularity, mode of interdependency between key actors, and level of specification and codification of the value-system elements) affect its structure ([@bb0040]; [@bb0540]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0825]). One could investigate how far the SET level and business field layer indicators explain or even predict the structures of entire business fields or their core business ecosystems. This obviously presumes "industry level" data are available.

Another major issue is the formation and transformation of business environments. Both evolution and radical change would be fruitful topics. As a way into this territory we recommend theory- and phenomenon-driven research designs. For example, a suitable subject would be the top-down impact of differing degrees of digitalization and regulation in in some field, like health care services or the pharmaceutical industry--across either countries or field-specific concentrations. A further idea is to examine the influence of entrepreneurial culture and institutional support for the emergence of innovative business fields across geographical and political spheres. From this angle the thrust is to better grasp the conditioning forces that influence business field evolution.

Another path into this territory runs through historical or quasi-historical studies, or longitudinal process studies. One could study how embryonic businesses develop upward through our nested layers into a focal ecosystem and then perhaps a business field. Equally, research could track how existing business fields transform (collapse, bounce back, blossom, etc.) under the force of new contingencies. Candidates would be the energy sector under sustainable development, or health care services under the combination of aging populations, advancement in life sciences, and digitalization. The thrust from this slightly different angle is to understand conditioned business field emergence and transition.

### 4.1.2. Focal ecosystem and actor layers {#s0105}

The collaborative construction and orchestration of ecosystems by actors is one of today\'s major business marketing issues. We believe that better understanding the processes and capabilities for constructing successful focal ecosystems is a must if business marketing research is to stay strategically relevant. While at the focal ecosystem layer the research discussed above on constrictive or enabling conditioning forces is still relevant, issues about managerial actions and capabilities are increasingly coming to the fore.

Strategic management would benefit from answers to a host of questions turning on such basic issues as: are there different types of focal ecosystems, what differentiates them, and do they differ in their emergence processes and forces conditioning the emergence? Further, do different focal ecosystems require different management capabilities, organizational cultures, governance structures, and business models in order to develop? The research strategies sketched for the upper layers above are relevant for addressing these questions about the Focal Ecosystems and Actor Layers, too.

We commend theory-driven research designs comparing different types of business ecosystems or examining the different phases of construction of the same ecosystems. Fortunately, there is a relatively large amount of research concerning business networks (cf., [@bb0655]) and an increasing body of business ecosystem research ([@bb0010]). As pointed out in discussing research under the Business Fields Approach, we prioritize studies that use existing theoretical understandings to come to grips with the influence of various conditioning factors on the ecosystem questions posed. The previous propositions for business field research are valid here, too. The modularity of the emerging business, mode of interdependence between key actors, and level of specification and codification of the value-system elements of the business should be used for comparing the creation, governance, and management of relevant focal ecosystems. In particular the work of Möller and colleagues ([@bb0665]; [@bb0675], [@bb0680]) proposing seven different types of strategic networks, differing in terms of the value-creating systems, offers directions for comparative ecosystem research. A closely related idea would be to use the angle of attack in viable systems literature to examine whether and how an ecosystem\'s performance depends on how complete it is ([@bb0120]; [@bb0125]).

As neighboring nested layers, focal ecosystems and their core actors are intimately interrelated. We should have a better grasp of what influences whether firms or entrepreneurs can initiate, mobilize, and stabilize successful ecosystems or strategic networks. The extant literatures on entrepreneurship in network, ecosystem, and institutional contexts offer valuable suggestions, as does the network capability studies corpus on actor characteristics influencing his/her success. Besides actors\' resources and capabilities, one should examine the influence of their network/ecosystem roles and experience. Other theoretically interesting conditioners include how actors\' absorptive capacity influences foresight development ([@bb0640]; [@bb1005]), and their "ambidexterity", or capability to combine effectiveness (innovating business) and efficiency (running current business) ([@bb0755]). These characteristics can also be used to examine performance differences among focal ecosystems.

The basic ideas of comparative and longitudinal research designs discussed in the business field context pertain also to focal ecosystem and actor layer investigations. Because the scale is smaller, it is practicable to carry out more intensive research, necessary for accessing relevant managerial characteristics and actions. Again, we recommend theoretically derived, comparative designs related to conditioning forces, whether such designs be cross-sectional or longitudinal.

### 4.1.3. About theorizing and research methods {#s0110}

We have discussed an agenda for future research approaches in very general terms. We conclude with a few ideas for theory construction and some more novel research methods.

The transition from more micro-level phenomena to multi-level complexity calls for more attention to the types of theory marketing should be developing. Various scholars have called for greater precision in separating general theories from mid-range theories (cf., [@bb0170]; [@bb0775]). We doubt that any general theory can provide detailed knowledge and thus actionable suggestions about such complex and varying phenomena as business field evolution and focal ecosystem construction. The existing general conceptualizations, the Actors-Resources-Activities framework driven by Industrial Marketing and Purchasing (IMP) and the foundational premises and axioms based on Service-Dominant Logic (SDL), supply conceptual languages for describing part of the business environment phenomena but they lack the details and causal aspects expected from actionable theories. Instead, we would prioritize developing contingency-driven mid-range theories with explanatory power and insights for guidelines for managing in different types of business fields, and for constructing and maintaining different types of focal ecosystems.

Another perspective in theory construction is to harness the experiences and expertise of managers and other actors constituting business fields and focal ecosystems. A few scholars acknowledge that fast-changing managerial reality leaves academic research lagging behind and drives companies to deal with their business situations by developing theories-in-use. This encourages phenomenon-based research ([@bb0270]; [@bb0850]; [@bb0970]), which typically concentrates on translating observed phenomena into conceptualized knowledge. Phenomenon-based research pushes the theoretical and practical conversation out further, rather than seeking closure by confirming or rejecting existing theories ([@bb0055]).

Phenomena to focus on would include ecosystem construction processes, shaping strategies aimed at mobilizing actors, and continuous ecosystem innovation processes. The argument is that firms have their own theories-in-use for dealing with these processes, and that by examining these, researchers could generate embryonic mid-range theories for further development and evaluation in other contexts. [@bb1010] suggested that marketing in general should embrace a theories-in-use approach to advance theory development. An extra benefit of such an approach would be identifying relevant new constructs, critically examining the relevance of current constructs, and generating phenomenon-specific indicators for the theoretical constructs.

The ideas presented resonate with the call for more complex theory construction, based on actors in context, by [@bb0935]. His "Don\'t Simplify, Complexify: From Disjunctive to Conjunctive Theorizing in Organization and Management Studies" should be compulsory reading in all marketing doctoral seminars. One suitable approach for understanding how business actors make sense and construct meanings, leading to choices and actions within their local environments, is to tap into discourses and narratives ([@bb0150]). More broadly, discourse analysis could examine how ecosystems and business fields are being socially constructed, especially their cognitive, institutional and cultural characteristics.

These briefly sketched research openings include approaches often considered opposites, some representing critical realism and others, social constructionism. Given the complexity of the business environment, we see a need to learn to use multiple research approaches and develop multimethod designs ([@bb0060]). Indeed, the move from just micro and macro to multi-layer phenomena will necessitate new research methods. Different ways of theorizing suggest that multiple methods are needed to cover all knowledge creation perspectives and the analytical layers of the nested business environment and their evolution. Business marketing in general and the *Industrial Marketing Management* journal in particular have historically been open to methodological plurality. This lays a strong foundation to build on.

Further, we draw attention to the following methods and approaches that seem to hold promise in researching complex and systemic business environments: agent-based modeling (cf., [@bb0750]), causal process tracing (cf., [@bb0145]), action research (cf., [@bb0020]; [@bb0570]), fuzzy-set qualitative comparative analysis or fsQCA (cf., [@bb0795]; [@bb0930]), temporal qualitative comparative analysis or TQCA (cf., [@bb0195]), narrative event sequence analysis (cf., [@bb0180]), and design methodologies, such as trajectory touchpoint technique (cf., [@bb0900]). Taking a broader view, we believe strongly that environmental and strategic research in business marketing would benefit from proper longitudinal studies, involving the developing historical approaches to 'industry', business, and corporations ([@bb0090]; [@bb0405]; [@bb0940]). Proper discussion of all these proposals would require another paper.

Our sketched research agenda is both broad and complex. To address the reality of radical environmental transformation the research community would benefit from collaborative efforts. The social, economic, political, natural-environmental, and technological change processes have complex, abrupt, and extensive impacts on business fields, essentially demanding a fundamental transformation of the academy. We need to shift from narrow and incremental research themes to embrace the messy but significant ones. Doing all this requires programmatic research efforts for creating shareable data banks on business field evolution and the construction of focal ecosystems. Instead of dwelling on territorial disputes between "mainstream scholars" and "outliers" we must learn to harness the strengths of varied research approaches and carry out multi-methodological research.

These challenges call for a cultural shift in marketing (including business marketing) research, probably the most conservative branch of management and organizational scholarship. The department heads, journal editors, and doctoral program directors -- the gate-keepers who formulate and safeguard research policy\---- should take heed of the big issues in the real world and start to prioritize relevant research programs instead of favoring elegant but sometimes insignificant and ivory-tower academic exercises.

4.2. Reinvigorated managerial ideas for navigating the business environment {#s0115}
---------------------------------------------------------------------------

In reflecting the managerial ramifications of the increasingly complex business environment, we would like to offer four ideas for practitioners: (1) broadening the scope of business environmental scanning, (2) making a conscious decision about the overall approach to business environment transformation, (3) ensuring a multi-level approach to collaboration and competition, and (4) developing a mindset highlighting processes (verbs) in addition to things (nouns).

*Broadening the scope of business environment scanning*. Most companies do a very good job in generating and using customer and competitor insights -- and what is even more reassuring, it is a common practice to draw on these insights to guide decision-making on all organizational levels. In a similar vein, the importance of technological changes is widely recognized in most contexts. However, we observe less robust practices when it comes to being abreast of the changes related to, for example, field-specific institutions and broader institutional arrangements above and beyond the "white noise" of daily politics. There might be a couple of individual persons having a broad picture of the business environment in each organization -- think Bill Gates with his voracious reading habits and connections to various associations -- but it is rather rare to come across entire organizations with such broad environmental scanning habits. Therefore, perhaps it is time to reinvigorate business practices such as scenario planning and/or roles such as governmental affairs officers, which have been largely abandoned as too resource-intensive and expensive. We are not suggesting returning to the ways of the 70\'s and 80\'s but rethinking how we could reinvent such practices and roles to ensure that the scanning of the business environment genuinely covers all the four layers of presented in the NEST framework. A key aspect is how to make sense of weak signals enabling the building of valid foresight before competitors. Firms operating in several fields and cultivating a variety of technological, institutional and business relationships have a competitive edge in this ([@bb0285]; [@bb0640];

*Making a conscious decision about the overall approach to business environment transformation*. As discussed in the previous sections, the business environment is never standing still: it is constantly forming and transforming through exploration, mobilization and stabilization. The above-mentioned broad environmental scanning is needed in order to know what is happening. However, this understanding is of little use unless this use is guided by an overall "business environment strategy" specifying the firm\'s approach to environmental change: adapt, shape, or support someone else\'s shaping efforts. The 'adapt' approach has been the preferred approach for many organizations in the past, and we concur that adapting to the changing environment continues to be a viable overall strategy; especially if the firm is lacking the vision or resources to proactively drive a change in its operating environment. The 'adapt' approach should, however, be complemented with sufficiently agile structures and processes so that the firm can adapt its operations quickly enough. The 'shape' approach, on the other hand eschews the notion of a given and deterministic business environment "out there". Instead companies opting for this overall approach apply so-called shaping strategies aimed at influencing the development of the business environment, primarily via the elements of the Actor and Focal Ecosystems Layers. Finally, firms may also choose to support someone else\'s shaping efforts. Collaboration and collective action have been identified as a key element in successful shaping strategies (cf., [@bb0115]; [@bb0595]). Hence, this approach may be particularly appealing to firms who lack the requisite resources to shape their business environment alone -- but still want to approach a proactive overall approach to their business environment.

*Ensuring a multi-level approach to collaboration and competition*. Most firms are highly competent when it comes to managing their collaborative and competitive relationships on the Actor to Actor level or on the Focal Ecosystem Layer. We fully acknowledge the advances that have been made in customer and supplier relationship management, strategic alliances, network management and competitive strategies. However, we believe that firms could improve their capabilities when it comes to collaboration and competition on the Business Field and SET System layers. Building on the above discussion about shaping strategies, it is possible for companies to influence how even the most entrenched institutional arrangements develop -- but that is likely to require extensive collaboration with both other firms and with other types of actors (such as consumer advocacy groups). In a similar vein, it is of utmost importance that firms are very aware of the competition that takes place between different Business Fields and SET systems -- even if they are only embedded in some of them. Firms must also be very aware of the relationships between the different environmental layers and how changes on one layer may affect the collaborative and competitive relationships on the other. For example, the current COVID-19 crisis -- emanating from the SET System Layer -- has forced many industrial firms to re-think their supplier relationships.

*Developing a mindset highlighting processes (verbs) in addition to things (nouns)*. Finally, our analysis highlights that the business environment is inherently dynamic, continuously displaying a variety of microprocesses and more fundamental transformation phases. In order to successfully operate in such a dynamic business environment, firms need to foster mindsets that put at least as much emphasis on processes as they do to 'things' -- such as inputs, outputs and outcomes. This, in turn, requires managers to adopt a refined lexicon, balancing the use of nouns with an increased use of verbs. In the context of business strategy, this translates to emphasizing the strategy development process -- or strategizing -- over the output of this process, i.e., the strategy. Even though this might seem counter-intuitive, in very dynamic contexts the increasing ability of the organizational members to think strategically -- the other outcome of strategizing -- might be more enduring than a specific strategy. The same logic can also be applied to innovations and innovating. The transient nature of the business environment highlights the need for continuous learning and creating an agile organization ([@bb0280]). Therefore, the process of innovating will become a core activity of firms, instead of a project-based activity aimed at developing a particular innovation. Innovation should, thus, be viewed as an ongoing, collaborative, distributive, and unfinished undertaking ([@bb0365]).

To conclude, we do hope that our framing of the layered, nested, multimodal and dynamic business environment encourages programmatic research in this essential domain of business marketing. We call for a cultural shift in marketing research harnessing the strengths of varied research approaches and embracing multi-methodological research.

Appendix 1. Four approaches to understand the business environment: Business fields, business networks, business ecosystems, and market systems {#s0125}
===============================================================================================================================================

Unlabelled TableBusiness FieldsGoals for describing and theorizing the environmentTo understand the social power structure and evolution of the business field; the rules -- and their formation, which is the institutionalization -- guiding actor behavior; and the competition to influence those rules.\
Importantly, organizations are seen as more than productive and economic systems; they are also cultural and social systems ([@bb0855]).Disciplinary basis and core constructsThe Business Fields approach draws on economic sociology and on the social construction of reality ([@bb0135]). The construction occurs in a subjective way through a complex interaction of institutional conditioning processes, and vice versa collective individual efforts to construct the social field.\
Two perspectives stand out: *traditional field theory* ([@bb0160]; [@bb0330]) and *neo-institutional theory* ([@bb0260], [@bb0265]; [@bb0925]).\
•*Traditional field theory* views markets or business environments as competitive arenas of social interaction for exchange of goods and services. Competition is thus a constitutive element and causes indirect conflict between market participants. Also central is actors\' relative power, and consequently position in the field, which depends how much they hold of various capitals: financial, technological, cultural, commercial, social, and symbolic. The field is mainly regarded as a game, whose rules the actors by turns tacitly abide by and try to alter. Interest attaches to the actors\' ability to influence and create social structures that, directly or indirectly, may "modify the prevailing rules of the \[economic\] game to their advantage" ([@bb0160], p. 81).•*Neo-institutional theory* shifts the emphasis to the institutionalization process. The field is defined by the community of purpose or business. In [@bb0260] definition, "By organizational field we mean those organizations that, in the aggregate, constitute a recognized area of institutional life: key suppliers, resource and product consumers, regulatory agencies, and other organizations that produce similar services or products" (pp. 64--65). The interest lies in the processes whereby certain features of markets and organizations come to acquire an "objective", natural and taken-for-granted character -- a culture, in short -- that makes them hard to challenge ([@bb0330]).Structural and process descriptionsInstitutionalization processes and the means or mechanisms to influence institutionalization play a core role. Taking a wide interpretation, institutionalization means the process of embedding some conception (for example, a belief, norm, social role, particular value or mode of behavior) within an organization, social system, or society as a whole. As such institutionalization is basic to grasping how new business fields get constructed and how existing fields function.\
Generally, three elements are considered fundamental in constituting institutions ([@bb0200]). According to [@bb0860]), "institutions are made up of *cultural-cognitive, normative and regulative elements*, which together with associated activities and resources offer stability and meaning to social life" (p. 258, emphasis added).\
•The *regulative or coercive elements* are generally established by government bodies holding regulative power (local, national and global authorities); they manifest in rules, regulations, and sanctions, and are obeyed because of the coercive power behind the regulative element.•The *normative element* (social norms and values) emerges through complex interaction among the actors in the field including such NGOs as chambers of commerce and industry associations. These norms and values are seen as social obligations embodied in written and unwritten rules of conduct, and as sources of credibility and socially accepted behaviors.•The *cultural-cognitive element* (previously known as mimetic) is based on socialization processes producing meanings and taken-for-granted beliefs about the field, its constituting actors, behaviors and traditions. It involves beliefs about effective firm behaviors and the various logics whereby the (business) field operates and should operate. One business manifestation is the "recipes of successful behavior in the industry" examined by [@bb0875]. As the cognitive structures are constituted by the internalized understanding of each actor, the actor\'s roles in the field quite evidently influence how he or she interprets the field ([@bb0855]).Managerial frameworks or tools[Agency -- freedom of strategic movement]{.ul}\
A key strategic issue concerns the agency or strategic freedom and independence of firms. Actors\' (firms, managers) behaviors and actions, including sensemaking, are constrained by the collectively held culture and norms of the business field. Actors can, however, also act to change the institutional rules of the field (the "paradox of embedded agency"); actors can envision and pursue institutional change despite being embedded in an institutional status quo ([@bb0360]). As mentioned, actors\' relative power depends on their financial, technological, cultural, commercial, social and symbolic capitals and the importance of their functions for performing and renewing the field. This aspect can serve to extend the resource- and capability-based view of the firm. The functional roles and positions a firm can pursue are further affected by their perceived legitimacy and embeddedness (being in the center, on the periphery or "outsiders") in the business field.\
[Actors influencing fields]{.ul}\
The institutional line of research has offered theory-driven ideas for influencing the field. Competition drives firms to increase their various forms of capital subsequently increasing their power and position in the field and enabling them to influence the institutions and norms of the field. A single example will serve. Drawing on institutionalism but also collective action, stakeholder theory, and strategic network studies, [@bb0945] propose a comprehensive toolkit for influencing an emerging business field, consisting of:\
(1)*recognizing and prioritizing* stakeholders (stakeholder power and salience for the target issue, stakeholder self-interest);(2)*assessing stakeholder dispositions* (stakeholder group identity, stakeholder mapping);(3)*mobilizing collective action* (gaining resonance among a critical mass of stakeholders for the target issue, attracting resources and relationships that mobilize/influence wider actors, influencing political actors);(4)*motivating targeted cross-sector participation* to co-construct a new value-creating system (VCS), by recognizing various actor dispositions towards the targeted VCS, reducing actor uncertainty about the elements of the VCS, the mobilizer firm, the actors\' expected role in the new VCS and field, and motivating actors with divergent mental models to converge on the new mental model).[Diffusion of innovations]{.ul}\
New value-creation practices, rules of conducting production and commerce, and technologies emerge, diffuse, and become legitimated over time and at varying rates in a social system ([@bb0215]; [@bb0315]; [@bb0820]). The diffusion focus raises several questions for managers. For managers of an innovator: how to influence the diffusions process and boost the chance of a positive result, and how to influence the pace of diffusion and the targeted adoption? For a potential co-innovator: whether to join a specific innovation community, or a competing one? For a potential adopter: how to assess the risks of proposed innovation, and how to time potential adoption?\
One key take on innovation within the Business Fields Approach is *dominant design theory*. Whether about products or processes, or any aspects of a VCS -- organizational forms, managerial innovation -- this inquires how certain innovations become what are called dominant designs ([@bb0065]). Plainly, the stakes of that inquiry are high for both innovators and adopters, and the managerial questions posed above are relevant for dominant designs, too. Again, competition to achieve rapid innovation diffusion ([@bb0690]) or establish a dominant design forms a significant driver of firm behavior and field evolution.\
Since all major innovations are systemic, involving different types of actors and often major changes in the business field, the institutional theory of business fields provides significantly more comprehensive conceptual understanding and tools for innovation management than the traditional New Product Development (NPD) approach common in marketing. The [@bb0945] toolkit also works for innovation management.  Business NetworksGoals for describing and theorizing the environment•The overarching goal of Business Networks research is to examine and describe firm environments (industries, markets) as interorganizational networks constituted by actor relationships**.**•To assess the characteristics of strategic networks and derive effective capability and organizational solutions.•To assess a firm\'s collaborative & competitive behaviors and management solutions in networks.Disciplinary basis and core constructsThe Business Networks approach (not to be confused with social network theory from sociology) is an eclectic tradition influenced by resource interdependence theory, social exchange theory, transaction cost economics, and later by dynamic capability and cognitive management studies ([@bb0645]). Three streams can be identified:\
•*Markets-as-Networks* (sometimes called industries-as-networks, or industrial network) stream, concentrating on business networks as emergent structures.•*Strategic Networks* (sometimes called nets/valuenets) stream, addressing intentionally designed networks and their management ([@bb0655]).•*Innovation Networks* - some authors identify networks focusing on the co-construction of innovations as a separate third stream, and we adopt this view.Structural and process descriptions[Markets-as-Networks]{.ul}\
The Markets-as-Networks stream claims that the network perspective describes firm environments more aptly than the market and industry view ([@bb0435]). There are two main areas of interest: the *emergence processes and structure of boundaryless "macro networks"*, and the *emergence and functioning of focal business networks with limited participants* ([@bb0645]).\
The focus is on reciprocal relationships among all kinds of actors (firms, government agencies, individuals, and so on) controlling all kinds of resources (financial, knowledge, technical and so forth) exchanged through actor relationships. Relationships are vehicles for actors to access and control resources, and for the co-creation of new resources. The environment is seen as comprising networks of actor relationships ([@bb0435]).\
This stream places special emphasis on collaboration, based on mutuality and trust, as shaping network relationships, and thus on focal networks. Collaboration is seen as essential in creating new resources, technical and business solutions, and systemic market offerings. Competition for resources and network positions, however, also drive firm behavior.\
Actor behavior is environmentally embedded. That is, actions cannot be understood out of their local and historical context. Actors learn and construct their environment through enactment; the actor--environment relationship is reciprocal, and environment is non-transparent. Actors are considered organic and adaptive ([@bb0435]). Moreover, actors, their resources and activities (the A-R-A framework, [@bb0435]) are interdependent in the network; network ties both constrain and enable the behavior of actors. Resource control and actor ties define an actor\'s network position and potential influence ([@bb0430]).\
[Strategic Networks]{.ul}\
The Strategic Networks stream focuses on governance and management of business networks. Strategic networks (or value-nets, strategic nets) are regarded as intentionally constructed organizational forms which firms initiate or join in order to pursue such goals and gains which are beyond the reach of a single firm ([@bb0655]). Such networks may include supplier and marketing or distribution networks, technological-innovation and product-development networks, and different competitive coalitions used, for example, for establishing industry standards and for competing against other networks or a specific dominant player ([@bb5000]; [@bb0335]; [@bb0675]).\
Key goals include identifying different types of strategic networks; assessing their management requirements and modes of organization; and developing a normative theory of network management.\
The strategic networks stream has strong links to the dynamic capabilities and knowledge-based views in strategic management ([@bb0665]; [@bb0670]).\
A significant issue is how the value-creating system underlying the network impacts its construction, organization, and maintenance. Notably Möller and colleagues argue that the construction and management of the network is significantly influenced by the level and orientation of the uncertainty (technological versus market) related to the business goals of the network. In high uncertainty contexts emphasis is on explorative behaviors targeting the co-creation of new solutions, in established business fields the network seeks to increase its efficiency and competitiveness through coordinated exploitation of each partner\'s key competences ([@bb0675])**.**\
While the emphasis is on understanding collaborative network processes and practices, competition between strategic networks is a notable force. Availability and competition about resources and partners form a link to an extended dynamic capability view (involving collaborative forms) and through resource competition to the resource-advantage theory ([@bb0460]; [@bb0990]).\
[Innovation Networks]{.ul}\
The Innovation Networks stream research focuses on the emergence and orchestration of networks pursuing co-construction of innovations and their commercialization ([@bb0005]); [@bb0015]; [@bb0665]; [@bb0790]).\
The key goals are to provide conceptual tools for understanding the emergent and intentional construction of innovation networks, and managerial guidelines for influencing/orchestrating them ([@bb0245]; [@bb0680]; [@bb0780]).\
This stream has close ties with the Business Ecosystems approach, and, beyond our four selected approaches, with innovation and technology studies ([@bb0040]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0655]). The more systemic an innovation (involving various technologies and fields of knowledge, and actors mastering these), the more actors and networked collaboration it takes.Managerial frameworks or tools[Markets-as-Networks stream]{.ul}\
*The Actors-Resources-Activities (ARA)* framework furnishes the key descriptive language for analyzing business networks. Networks are formed by actors who carry out various value-creating activities using resources they control. Actors can thus be described in terms of\
•their resource collection and activity structure;•a relationship via the resource ties, activity links, and actor bonds; and•a network via activity patterns, resource constellation, and the webs of actors constituting the network ([@bb0435]).*The Four Resources framework* refines the resources element of the ARA framework. Resources are categorized as respectively:\
•products (any artefacts);•facilities (any kind of value-creating equipment for transforming and exchanging "products");•business/ organizational units (governing and creating other resources); and•relationships ([@bb0440]).*"Network pictures"* offer a cognitive view of how actors make sense of their networks, their mental mapping, and maps of networks and network relationships ([@bb0450]). Maps are postulated as guiding actors\' strategic choices.\
*Network change -- process view.* Social interaction/exchange, resource exchange and co-creation, and adaptation form the key processes for analyzing interorganizational and network change. Change is assumed to be progressive but often iterative ([@bb0620]).\
[Strategic Networks stream]{.ul}\
*Levels of networks and network* management - two frameworks:\
•A four-level solution involving different managerial capabilities: industries as networks (*network visioning*), firms in a network (*network management, creation of network position*), relationship portfolios (*portfolio management*), and exchange relationship (*relationship management*) ([@bb0685]).•A three-layer framework ([@bb0655]): *fields*; *focal ecosystems and strategic networks*; and *actors* (organizations). Two-way influence is postulated: each upper layer conditions and enables the formation and behaviors in the next layer down, and lower layers construct and constitute upper ones through their activities.*Types of strategic networks and their* management. Based on the degree of determination of the value-creating-system (VCS) underlying a strategic network, three archetypes (with subsystems) have been presented:\
•*Current business networks* (vertical demand-supply nets, horizontal market nets);•*Business renewal networks* (business renewal nets, customer solution nets); and•*Emerging new business networks* (science networks, dominant design nets, application nets).Each network is seen to require a specific set of management capabilities and organizational solutions ([@bb0665]). [@bb0655] enumerate the following generic capabilities:\
•visioning and sensemaking and sensegiving;•agenda development, conceptualizing;•mobilizing and creating network constellations -- influencing, motivating, legitimizing;•goal construction and organizing -- governance creating;•effectiveness seeking -- value-system and solution development, market creation, production and dissemination;•efficiency seeking -- coordination, performance controlling; and•network maintenance -- renewing, updating.[Innovation Networks stream]{.ul}\
*Types of networked* innovation. This framework asks how the complexity of innovation relates to its construction and commercialization through collaborative networks. The more, and more complex, technologies/knowledge bases the innovation requires, and the less compatible the innovation and the required technology/knowledge base are with the existing value-system of producers and customers, the more complex -- in other words, multi-actor -- the innovation network required. Vice versa, incremental and autonomous innovations, or "plug and play" networks are the easiest to mobilize ([@bb0680]).\
*Phases in innovation network emergence and co-construction and network* orchestration. Radical systemic innovation, and a new business field, are postulated to emerge over three main phases: "exploring for future business, mobilization for applications, coordination for dissemination" ([@bb0680]). The first phase is dominated by exploration, sensemaking, and sensegiving -- reducing the inherent uncertainty -- and involves flexible network collaboration. In the latter phases networks focus on exploiting member capabilities in a more coordinated way, as competition pushes them to commercialize innovation ([@bb0245]; [@bb0640]; [@bb0675], [@bb0680]).  Business EcosystemsGoals for describing and theorizing the environmentThe Business Ecosystems approach draws originally on biological ecosystems and aims to describe differences between industries ([@bb0695], [@bb0700]), and especially collaborative forms of constructing innovations and business coalitions in general ([@bb0040]; [@bb0095]; [@bb0340]).\
The popular ecosystem metaphor enjoys wide use: e.g., business/innovation ecosystems, entrepreneurial ecosystems, platform ecosystems, and service ecosystems ([@bb0010]).Disciplinary basis and core constructsThe proliferation of uses involves conceptual ambiguity; ecosystem constructs closely resemble such other system-level approaches as fields, clusters, networks, and platforms ([@bb0035]; [@bb0815]).\
Most of the management-oriented ecosystem literature is very pragmatic, borrowing mainly from strategy, technology management, and innovation literatures (e.g., [@bb0030]; [@bb0375]; [@bb0470]).\
Following [@bb0655], within this overall approach we distinguish two main uses of, or perspectives on, the ecosystem construct:\
•The *Macro Ecosystems* perspective, or ecosystems as extensive "ecologies" describing industries/sectors/clusters/business fields; and•The *Focal or Strategic Ecosystems* perspective, or ecosystems as purposeful coalitions of actors. This perspective draws on micro- and evolutionary economics, institutional theory, networks research, and organization theory. Actors are generally seen as boundedly rational decision makers, restricted and influenced primarily by their resource base and the modes of interdependence (types of complementarity). A few authors also use institutional theory and ideas from value creating systems, as well as business network theory and strategy to make suggestions for ecosystem orchestration, notably [@bb0095].Structural and process descriptions[Macro Ecosystems Perspective]{.ul}\
The Macro Ecosystems perspective says economic and social domains comprise interrelated actors in competitive and collaborative relationships with various aims for influencing and even directing the co-evolution of the domain. These larger ecologies may refer to national level "innovation systems" ([@bb0590]) or regional systems like Silicon Valley ([@bb0300]) but more generally apply to industries or business fields. For example, the mobile services field could be depicted as a complex ecosystem.\
The overarching goal of this perspective is to describe the business environment\'s structural properties. However, we do not find this perspective much more informative than the Business Fields and the Business Networks approaches.\
[The Focal or Strategic Ecosystems Perspective]{.ul}\
This more commonly employed, and often *organization-centric*, perspective sees ecosystems as purposeful coalitions or "the collaborative arrangements through which firms combine their individual offerings into a coherent, customer-facing solution" ([@bb0025], p. 98), and more specifically as "the alignment structure of the multilateral set of partners that need to interact in order for a focal value proposition to materialize" ([@bb0035], p. 40).\
[@bb0475] specify the perspective further. They argue the distinguishing features of ecosystems are the modularity of resources and their complementarity (unique per actor, requiring collaboration, and supermodular, i.e., providing extra gains by collaborative use), which are not hierarchically governed. Accordingly, "an ecosystem is a set of actors with varying degrees of multilateral, nongeneric complementarities that are not fully hierarchically controlled" (p. 2264).\
[The nestedness perspective]{.ul}\
On a more general level, the Business Ecosystems approach sensitizes us to the *nested character of business ecosystems (and fields).* For example, the mobile services ecosystem/field comprises several focal ecosystems, e.g., Apple/iPhones/iTunes system and Google\'s Android system, which may further involve sub-ecosystems with their own organizational and/or technological platforms.\
Nestedness is also reflected in [@bb0920] view of *platform ecosystems*: "For the platform ecosystem stream, the platform is a set of shared core technologies and technology standards underlying an organizational field that support value co-creation through specialization and complementary offerings" (p. 201). That definition ties platform ecosystems to not only the Business Ecosystems approach but also the conceptualization known as organizational fields.Managerial frameworks or toolsAs the theoretical research on business ecosystems overlaps significantly with the Business Networks Approach, we submit only a few extra observations.\
[Innovation ecosystem emergence]{.ul}\
[@bb0235] propose a three-phase process for analyzing and influencing from an orchestrator perspective the emergence of radically new innovations in contexts characterized by uncertainty, opaqueness, and flux:\
•*Creating a "protovision"* (sensemaking of enabling technologies and identifying potential futures);•*Constructing an envisioned blueprint* (clarifying the envisioned value system and its control points); and•*Developing "enacted resonance"* (orchestrating external and internal momentum to realize the blueprint among key actors/members).[Business ecosystems construction -- systemic elements]{.ul}\
[@bb0910] distinguishes two levels, ecosystem and actor, and offers a key two-part construct summary:\
•*Ecosystem-level constructs*: value-offering and value system, customer segments, actors; and•*Actor-level constructs*: resources, activities, value-addition, value-capture, actor dependence, and risk.Analysis and co-construction first identify value-systems then analyses the roles and risk of actors carrying out the necessary actions through their resources.\
Note the great similarity to the value-system perspective, A-R-A framework, and capabilities-based logic of constructing strategic networks, c.f., [@bb0760]; and to the management book by [@bb0030] addressing the "down-stream and up-stream interdependencies" and value-creation logics of participating actors in the ecosystem development.\
[Modularity and complementarity]{.ul}\
[@bb0475] advise managers to examine the types of complementarity of modules/resources brought by the ecosystem members and ask whether these are unique per actor, requiring collaboration, and/or supermodular, e.g., providing extra gains by collaborative use. This affects actors\' relative power position and value-capture potential; see also [@bb0760].  Market SystemsGoals for describing and theorizing the environmentThe common denominator to this loosely coupled and evolving research approach is the conceptualisation of "market": markets are viewed as parts of a wider socio-technical-material systemic context for value creation.\
This implies that markets are *socially constructed human artefacts*, created by actors who populate a specific context and engage in various practices ([@bb0075]; [@bb0185]; [@bb0320]).\
As markets are socially constructed, they are also consciously re- constructible, or malleable. A *systemic view* forces firms to look beyond the blinders of the seller--buyer dyad and see it as part of a larger system of actors who contribute to value creation ([@bb0625]).Disciplinary basis and core constructsResearch investigating systemic markets (c.f., [@bb0080]; [@bb0500]; [@bb0510], [@bb0515]; [@bb0885]) draws both on the above-described research traditions and various streams of economic sociology, management, complexity theory and evolutionary economics.\
There are several classifications of theoretical approaches to the study of systemic markets, such as that put forward by [@bb0395] using the dimensions of socialization and materialisation. For the purposes of this paper, we adopt the classification proposed by [@bb0625], who drew on the etymology of the word "market" and identified two overarching dimensions: market-as-verb and market-as-noun. In our nomenclature these become the two perspectives of our overall Market Systems approach. The verb perspective on market systems highlights processes and activities, whereas the noun perspective illuminates entities and outcomes ([@bb0515]; [@bb0625]).Structural and process descriptions[Market-as-Verb: market practices and market work]{.ul}\
Markets are enacted as actors engage in three types of *market practices* ([@bb0070]; [@bb0510], [@bb0515]):\
•*Exchange practices* relate to consummating individual economic exchanges;•*Representational practices* portray markets and the way they work and thus produce shared images of the market; and•*Normalizing practices* relate to the formation of norms and rules guiding the actions of market actors.Under this worldview, markets are always in the making: markets are not, they become ([@bb0520]). Markets evolve in a perpetual, reciprocal process because of the constant, evolving translation between actors\' market practices ([@bb0070]; [@bb0890];). This yields many co-existing markets ([@bb0510]), which take on multiple forms as actors perform market practices guided by their subjective perceptions of the market.\
Besides performing markets through market practices, actors do *market-related work to make or shape market systems*. Drawing on institutional work ([@bb0550]; [@bb0555]; [@bb0635]), [@bb0725] define *market work* as "purposeful efforts by a focal actor to perform and transform markets".\
[@bb0605] focus on marketization and market-making and identify three forms of conceptualization work necessary for new markets to emerge: *conceptualizing actors\' roles; conceptualizing markets; and conceptualizing goods*. [@bb0115], on the other hand, focus on how existing market systems transform. They put forward twelve forms of *collective market work*, from selectively enrolling collaborators to negotiating rules and demonizing opposition.\
[Market-as-Noun: market system elements, devices, and infrastructures]{.ul}\
Albeit recognizing the irreducibility of socio-technical-material systems, i.e., that they cannot be exhaustively reduced to their constituent parts, scholars have tried to map the entities or elements comprising market systems. [@bb0725], [@bb0735]) suggest three categories of shapeable *market system elements*:\
•*Exchange* by which the focal firm connects with customers (e.g., offering, price and pricing mechanism, channels and matching methods);•*Actor network* that supports the exchange and customers\' use practices (e.g., focal firms\' own supply network, network of competitors, customer network);•*Institutional transmitters*, i.e., the representations used to symbolize the market, and the norms that guide all interactions in it.In order to highlight the importance of inanimate market system elements, various researchers have concentrated on *market devices*, defined by [@bb0705] as "the material and discursive assemblages that intervene in the construction of markets". Research on material market devices has covered topics such as the impact of shopping trolleys ([@bb0220]) or crucial infrastructure like barcode scanners ([@bb0505]) or roads ([@bb0175]).\
*Immaterial market devices* are market representations used to conceptualize and communicate systemic markets ([@bb0250]; [@bb0255]) such as segmentation models ([@bb0445]) or labels for new categories or market systems ([@bb0105]; [@bb0410]). Other examples are the value propositions and business models of focal market actors ([@bb0890]).\
Despite their inanimate character, market devices have *performative power*: by influencing market actions they accomplish the market and hence manipulate its development path ([@bb0600]; [@bb0785]).Managerial frameworks or tools[Market shaping]{.ul}\
Viewing markets as malleable value-creating systems widens decisions regarding markets beyond market selection or positioning in an existing space. *Markets are* not precursors, but *outcomes of agent-driven efforts* to influence them ([@bb0735]).\
Firms with the right set of capabilities can engage in market-shaping activities ([@bb0495]; [@bb0720]; [@bb0735]). [@bb0735] identified two sets of capabilities in market-shaping:\
•*Triggering capabilities* directly influence market elements; and•*Facilitating capabilities* relate to actors\' creative ability to decide how to apply triggering capabilities, by informing their purpose, ways of combining activities, and other principles for action.[Non-predictive strategy and effectuation]{.ul}\
Being inherently complex, market systems require replacing traditional "analyze-plan-control" management by non-predictive strategy ([@bb0800]). This rests on effectuation theory ([@bb0835]) and suggests adaptive trial/error and rapid pivoting to create market opportunities ([@bb0050]).\
Business models are externally oriented and manifest in the focal actor\'s practices, which influence how the focal actor relates to others ([@bb0890]). Hence, all *interactions between market actors are in fact interactions between actors\' business models*. Key to market-shaping strategies is to engage in business model innovation: "designed, novel, and nontrivial changes to the key elements of a firm\'s business model and/or the architecture linking these elements" ([@bb0325], p. 216).\
[Value propositions and business models as market-shaping devices]{.ul}\
Research identifies discontinuous value propositions as a key ingredient in market-shaping strategies ([@bb0535]; [@bb0730]). [@bb0890] propose that focal actors can offer "*market propositions*" that engage others in creating a shared market vision, which, in turn, can build the confidence to initiate market-level change involving many market actors ([@bb0495]).\
[Phases and triggers]{.ul}\
Market shaping takes time and evolves sequentially through an inter-related and overlapping three-phase process ([@bb0890], [@bb0895]):\
•*Origination* implies inventing or introducing a new market element or changing an existing one.•*Mobilization* - the performativity of the new/changed element depends on the scripting actor\'s ability to mobilize support for the idea or new/changed practice both inside the firm and on a *meso* level of the market.•*Stabilization* refers to a state where the proposed changes have solidified into the dominant logic of the market.However, markets are path dependent and characterized by inertia ([@bb0715]). Therefore, triggering the phases above takes a *discontinuous event*, a "disorienting dilemma" or "crisis", best characterized as breakdowns in the flow of actions that forces actors to question current practice ([@bb0225]; [@bb0630]).

We owe the idea of a table to one of the anonymous reviewers, and acknowledge the influence of Shelby Hunt\'s ([@bb0455]) 'fundamental explananda' of marketing science.
